Oh! Look! there goes an ambulance. See the sign on the Vehicle? Why! there is even this same sign on the jacket sleeve of the
Paramedic. m

But getting back to the CADUCEUS, which is the sign of a winged,
two snakeentwined pole used as a symbol of the medical profession,
to the Ancient this sign or symbol was the flag of the Ancient Indian
Empire of ATLANTIS. It gives the history and mathematical formulas of
how the Indian survived from the destruction of MU to the present time
at ATLANTIS using the equations of the two time Serpents that .met in
the sky. There are four such places on this planet Earth.I was privileged
to see and visit ~one.of _.these places and can be found_¿at the MITLA TEMPLE
RUINS, Oaxaca, Old Mexico. This is a Ritual, having songs and dances.
If you want to know about RITUALS, visit the CHALULA TEMPLE, Puebla
Old Mexico. Here was a Temple that was`built by Indians to`do certain songs and dances in which the CREATOR, GREAT
SPIRIT would show that the
Ritual was heard by giving a sign that wopld bea phenomenon. The Spanish
covered this Temple with dirt like they did with all Temples and built
a Cathedral on top of the Temple covered with dirt. One can see some of
the Temple stone blocks that have been used to build the Cathedral.
Having talked to some other tribes, it is agreed that the songs arri
dances arestill known, _but have not been performed openly because other
tribal members do not want the old way to continue.
E _  Ã ' zi? This also is a RITUAL and can be
found in the traditional Art and Beadwork of the BLACKFOOT, SIOUX, ARAPAHO, UTE, SHOSESHONE, CROW,
WINNEBAGO, SAUK da FOX, MENOMINI, TROQUOIS, PUEBLO, CLIFF DWELLERS, TOLTEC, AZTEC," MIXTEC,
MAYAN just to name afew.

